
AN ANALYSIS OF THE PETER PRINCIPLE

This is called the Peter Principle which insists upon a statement that nobody rises higher than their lever of education
and expertise allow.

One of these illusory exceptions is when someone who is incompetent is still promoted anyway. Sphere and
Mr. Papyrophobia - the papyrophobe cannot tolerate papers or books on his desk or, in extreme cases,
anywhere in his office. For example, a factory worker's excellence in his job can earn him promotion to
manager, at which point the skills that earned him his promotion no longer apply to his job. Laurence seriously
considers that an understanding of this principle can help people be more careful accepting the proposal for
promotion. Until now. What the ordinary sociologist or physician calls "success", the hierarchiologist, of
course, recognises as final placement. It seldom succeeds, because it can have no effect on the root cause of
the F. Still, it is difficult to get real-world evidence for its widespread occurrence. What hooks you? You will
rarely find, of course, a system in which every employee has reached his level of incompetence. The principle
is named for Peter because although Hull actually wrote the book, it is a summary of Peter's research. So be
prepared to switch your allegiance to another Patron of higher rank. To move up the job hierarchy, you get out
from under the Super-incumbent and move into a promotional channel that is not blocked. Push seldom does.
Attempting to refuse an offered promotion is ill-advised, and is only practicable if the employee is not married
and has no-one else to answer to. They found that the best way to improve efficiency in an enterprise is to
promote people randomly, or to shortlist the best and the worst performer in a given group, from which the
person to be promoted is then selected randomly. Kibin does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, or
completeness of the essays in the library; essay content should not be construed as advice. A variant of this is
The John Q. Below, it is argued that ability appears lower after promotion purely as a statistical matter. Does
your boss thrive on conflict or try to minimize it? Peter meant the book as satire, it was all too often true. As
long as they can cope with the task, they are eligible for promotion. But if they are competent at their new
role, then they will be promoted again, and they will continue to be promoted until they eventually reach a
level at which they are incompetent. Regression to the mean implies that future ability will be lower, on
average. Laurence emphasize that due to the socio-economical conditions and a perspective of the higher
salary the employees never refuse the promotion and, as the result, they can lost even previous position. Here
are several Substitution techniques: Technique 1: Perpetual Preparation - he busies himself with preliminary
activities. Peter also stated in his book that an employee's inability to fulfill the requirements of a given
position that he is promoted to may not be the result of general incompetence on the part of the employee as
much as it is due to the fact that the position simply requires different skills than those the employee actually
possesses. Ignorance is Bliss - the employee never realises that he has reached his level of incompetence. If
the promoted person lacks the skills required for their new role, then they will be incompetent at their new
level, and so they will not be promoted again. Because the boss is the one with the greater power to act.
Papyromania - the exact opposite of papyrophobia - causes the employee to clutter his desk with piles of
never-used papers and books. So is super-competence. Peter had conducted the research that led to the
formulation of the Peter principle well before publishing his findings. This is known as "percussive
sublimation" i. An employee does well. Chapter 13 considers whether it is possible for an employee who has
reached his level of incompetence to be happy and healthy once he gets there. Guess wrong, and calamity may
ensue, so subordinates spend a lot of energy in self-protection. There's a problem with this paper. Most people
will not turn down a promotion, especially if it comes with greater pay and prestigeâ€”even if they know they
are unqualified for the position. He will continue to rise unless some mischance places him in a post where he
has to make decisions. This view was anticipated back in , when in In Praise of Followers , Robert Kelley
found that the traits of good followers are nearly the same as the traits of good leaders. Structurophilia - an
obsessive concern with buildings rather than with the work that goes on inside them. He worked with
Raymond Hull on a book that elucidated his observations about hierarchies.


